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If you were bom three days before or after the transition between two signs, your sign will have tendencies of both 
zodiacs. The sign you are closer to will be the primary while having traits of the neighboring sign. This is consid
ered a cusp and there are unique attributes to each.

Aries - Taurus cusp (April 
16-22) When you combine the 
passion of Aries and the force of 
Taurus, the result is power. An 
Aries with Taunjj traits is more 
patient than the typical Aries be
cause they nritice more details in 
their action. A Taurus with Aries 
traits will be more like a rodeo 
bull when incomes to their pas
sions. Quick to energize to maxi
mum power until they succeed in 
bucking their challenge.

Taurus - Gemini cusp (May 
17-23) The combination of Tau
rus and Gemini is one of vitali
ty. Gemini’s mental energy stirs 
the fixation of Taurus and helps 
guide one the next logical 
point «)f interest with the force 
to follow through. Those on the 
Geinini side with the Taurus in
fluence will typically stay with 
an idea longer than the average 
Gemini, observing a level of 
practicality unnoticed by most 
Gemini.

Gemini - Cancer cusp (Juile
17 - 23) If you mix the air of 
Gemini with the water of Can
cer you have true enchantment. 
Those"bonl during this transition 

; have an alluring and hypnotic es- 
v^cnce. because they either see the 
logic in emotion or the emotion 
in logic, depending on which 
side of the cusp they fall on. 
Those on the Gemini side have 
an emotional current important 
to their decision making process. 
On the Cancer side, they think 
through their emotions more 
than a common Cancer.

Cancer - Leo cusp (July 19-
25) Oscillation is the thehie 
when you blend Cancer and Leo 
together. They are the pendu
lum swinging-between feel and 
act. As strongly as they feel is as 
strofig as th^ acnjiiere Is some
thing methodical about their exe
cution. Cloaked in a veil of pride, 
they^eel out their surroundings 
to know effectively how to best 
implement their strengths and 
their emotional apathy to feel the 
way they do.

Leo - Virgo cusp (Aug. 19-
25) Leo and Virgo coming to
gether creates a person who is 
set on truth. Their truth may be 
heavily influenced by their sur
roundings or eafly in life, daily 
activi|ies.'^,Leo is set on action, 
perfecting ihc performance. 
Adding the pra^icality of Virgo 
removes the selhsdrve attitude 
commonly associated with Leo. 
Virgo with a hint of Leo loses 
their adaptability but gains more 
self-purpose.

Virgo - Libra cusp (Sept. 19-
25) Virgo knows details matter. 
Libra knows appearances matter. 
Someoue bom between the signs 
ha| an innate TOdefstanding of 
beauty and visual^gesthetics, not 
necess^y ® the|nse^es but of 
life in general. They know what 
is publicly appealing and the de
tails r^uWSBTo bring them to 
reality. Libra adds social grace 
to Virgo and Virgo adds a little 
practicality to Libra.

Libra - Scorpio cusp (Oct. 
19-22) Those bom between Li
bra and Scorpio feel the weight 
of society much more strong
ly. There is personal offense to 
wrongs made iiyh'SQcial manner. 
Scorpig,,;j|j^yp|y emotionally; in
tense .mdaeS to Libra, their log-

by thiir hearts. Libra added to 
Scorpio lightens the emotional 
depth, allowing for more emo
tionally charged interactions.

Scorpio - Sagittarius cusp 
(Nov. 18-24) There is something 
revolutionary about this sign. 
Sagittarius gives Scorpio a larger 
scale of mind and Scorpio adds 
an emotional investment and 
direction that most Sagittarians 
tend to stray from. The passion 
in this cusp is enougifyo s^rk 
change in those around them, 
simply by following their heart.

Sagittarius - Capricorn cusp 
(Dec. 18-24) It is almost like 
those under this sign know what 
is going to happen befo^ it does. 
This unique spla^^pf grand- 
scheme thinking^pixed with 
Capricorns, fast ^#lming of what 
happens on %^physical realm 
makes forq^adowing second 
nature. Ca^com brings reality 
to Sagittarius’ visions and Sag
ittarius makes Capricorns look 
beyond the line of details set in 
front of them.

Capricorn - Aquarius cusp 
(Jan. 16-22) When you cross 
Aquarian individuality with the 
sensibility of Capricorn, the re
sult is mystery. Those in this 
cusp will live a life unique and 
fully understotxl only by them
selves. On I he Capricorn side, 
Aquarius will add ans^t-of-the- 
box logical approach to the sen
sibility of Capricorn. Those on 
the side of Aquarius can confuse 
and impress the masses more 
with a realistic approach to the 
most complex ideas.

Aquarius - Pisces cusp (Feb. 
15-21) Adding emotional aware
ness to logical observation cre
ates a realm of sensitivity known 
only by those in this cusp. There 
is a concern for the greater good 
with most Aquarians and Ihe 
addition‘tfilPi sees adds, an emo
tional current to resonate deeply 
with their audience, regardless 
of the numbers. This is a walk
ing, breathing, battle of the brain 
and heart. Which side wins de
pends which side of the cusp you 
were bom.

Pisces - Aries cusp (March 
17-23) Here are the old souls 
with a young fagade or vicewer- 
sa. This is the cusp of new 
ginnings. Pisces lives in a cloak 
of emotionalism that is provoked 
by the Aries impulsive natu^. 
Those untler this sigm.^i^me 
classic example of the Phoenix 
rising from the ashes, reinvented 
and stronger than before. They 
have an innate knack for finding 
the next great thing.
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